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ABSTRACT
With recent advances in high-throughput Electron Microscopy
(EM) imaging it is now possible to image an entire nervous
system of organisms like Drosophila melanogaster. One of
the bottlenecks to reconstruct a connectome from these large
volumes (≈ 100 TiB) is the pixel-wise prediction of membranes. The time it would typically take to process such a
volume using a convolutional neural network (CNN) with a
sliding window approach is in the order of years on a current
GPU. With sliding windows, however, a lot of redundant
computations are carried out. In this paper, we present an
extension to the Caffe library to increase throughput by predicting many pixels at once. On a sliding window network
successfully used for membrane classification, we show that
our method achieves a speedup of up to 57×, maintaining
identical prediction results.
Index Terms— convolutional neural networks, pixel wise
classification, electron microscopy, loss functions
1. INTRODUCTION
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are forward-backward
neural networks that are based on convolutions using kernels, generally followed by element-wise non-linearities and
pooling operations. The networks have been successfully
employed for various image classification tasks [1]. Recent
networks such as the U-Net [2] can feature over 20 layers,
and contain millions of parameters to learn.
This paper focuses on the pixel-wise classification of images. For pixelwise classification, as opposed to image classification, a label for each pixel in a given image has to be predicted. Since the fields of view for the predictions are overlapping between neighboring pixels, optimizations are possible
reducing redundant computations. This is particularly useful for predictions in electron microscopy (EM) datasets of
neural tissue, which can easily reach 100 TiB, even for small
organisms like Drosophila melanogaster. Pixel-wise predictions in these datasets is the current bottleneck in the automatic segmentation of neurons. With our implementation of
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Fig. 1: The working principle of sliding window (SW) networks (top) and the proposed strided kernel (SK) networks
(bottom). For a given input image, SW networks process a
patch around every pixel (shown as red boxes). The fields of
view of neighboring pixels have a considerable overlap where
many computations are performed redundantly. In contrast,
SK nets predict many pixels at once (green boxes), and thus
decrease the number of redundant computations per pixel.
strided kernels (SK), we are able to reduce the needed processing time significantly compared to currently used sliding
window (SW) approaches. On a deep CNN that we designed
for membrane predictions in EM images, we show a reduction in processing time by a factor of 57, delivering exactly
identical results. On a cluster with 100 current GPUs, this
corresponds to a reduction from ≈ 23 years (SW network)
to ≈ 145 days (SK network). Additionally, we show that
a further reduction to ≈ 19 days is possible using our strided
kernels in fully convolutional downsampling networks [2], delivering qualitatively similar results.
Strided kernels allow predicting many labels of an image
patch at once, and thus avoid a lot of the redundancy carried
out by sliding window approaches, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Fully convolutional networks also predict large patches efficiently [3], but do not have an equivalent sliding window
network.
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2. METHOD FOR PIXEL-WISE CLASSIFICATION
We present our method by explaining the conversion of existing networks and demonstrate it on a 2D network that works
well on our two datasets (see Section 4). In particular, we
highlight how different types of layers (element-wise, convolution, pooling and inner product) change and what pixel-wise
networks imply for training.
2.1. Example sliding window network design
We first designed a suitable sliding window network for neural tissue images (Figure 2), with a field of view the size of
a mitochondria (≈ 1022 pixels) in the datasets. This network
is used as basis for benchmarks and to create an SK model,
however this stands as an example and other networks can be
used as a basis. The kernel sizes (in both dimensions) of our
network are k = 7, 5 and 3 for the convolutions. For the maxpooling layers, we use a stride s of the same size as the kernel
k to realize a downsampling by a factor of 2, i.e., s = k = 2.
2.2. Converting to strided kernel networks
Given a sliding window network with one pixel output and
(0)
size wSW input, Algorithm 1 converts the network into a
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Our approach is most similar to the strided kernels proposed by Hongsheng Li et al. [4]. Another similar method using a fragment dimension to store the shifted pooling outputs,
instead of using a strided representation, has been proposed
[5][6]. However, this method was implemented for CPUs and
2D only and is less suitable for GPUs in terms of memory access [4]. In contrast to the existing work, our implementation
(1) supports convolutions and pooling in 3D, (2) is ready to
be run on heterogeneous hardware (nVidia and AMD GPUs,
CPU clusters), (3) features training on a topological loss by
exploiting the pixel-wise predictions, (4) provides an easy-touse tool targeted at users, not experts, to perform training and
prediction, and (5) our source code is publically available.
Implementation wise, our work extends the open source
neural network Caffe library, maintained by the Berkeley Vision and Learning Center [7]. We extended Caffe with our
strided kernels for convolution and max pooling for three and
more spatial dimensions, enabling our speedup also for classification in isotropic volumes. Support for different hardware
backends is available through OpenCL and CUDA. Furthermore, we realize that the joint prediction of image patches can
be exploited during training. To this end, we implemented the
Malis criterion [8] using affinity graphs on the pixel-wise predictions as a new loss layer. This training loss is especially
useful for biomedical image processing, where we want our
classifiers to focus on minimizing topological errors during
training, rather then pixel-wise errors. We refer to this extended library as Greentea.

(b) SK-Net
Fig. 2: Representation of (a) a sliding window network architecture and (b) a mathematically equivalent strided kernel network. The
network contains 3 convolution-ReLU-pooling and 3 inner-product
layers. Vertical numbers are the size of the feature maps, horizontal
numbers the count of feature maps. Green-red striped blocks represent feature maps with a kernel stride (d > 1). The red blocks
describe the path of a single pixel classification, as it would have
been carried out by the SW-Net.
strided kernel network which is compatible with the existing
trained weights and gives mathematically identical results to
the original network, but processes images much faster for
pixel wise classification. The number of feature maps and the
field of view considered to predict a pixel remains identical.
In strided kernel networks, convolutions are performed
on the whole input patch, and the results are shared between
neighboring pixels. Max pooling (downsampling) is performed similarly, but different copies have to be generated
because the pooling offsets are shifted for neighboring output pixels. For better memory access, the shifted copies are
stored interleaved, which requires kernels with an inner stride
dSK [4] that keeps the data of each shifted copy separated.
The kernel stride consequently increases after each pooling operation (Algorithm 1, LN 15, Figure 2b) and has to be
applied to all following layers. Inner product layers are replaced by convolutions with kernels equal to the feature map
sizes in the original network (LN 18). The result is an independent fully connected layer for each of the shifted copies.
Element-wise layers (k = 1) require no modification as they
are not affected by the kernel stride.
The resulting network can theoretically be used with any
(N )
output size wSK . However, device memory required for convolution buffers and feature maps is often a limiting factor, as
memory usage increases proportional to w2 . More memory
allows a bigger patch size (w) to context padding (v) ratio,
which avoids redundant computations.
On our example network, a w2 = 1282 output is feasible
with 4 GiB GPU memory. The three inner product layers are
replaced by convolutions with kernel sizes k = 10, 1 and 1
respectively, while the kernel stride grows up to d = 8 before collapsing to d = 1 after the first fully connected layer
(Algorithm 1, LN 19).
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Algorithm 1 Converts an SW-Net into a mathematically equivalent
SK-Net by going through all layers 1, . . . , N of the original network.
(i)

(i)

1: ∀i ∈ [1, N ].sSK ← 1 ∧ pSK ← 0
(0)
wSK

(0)
wSW

dtemp ← 1
←
2:
3: for i = 1; i ≤ N ; i ← i + 1 do
(i)
4:
if lSW = convolution then
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

(i)

lSK ← convolution SK
(i)
(i)
(i)
dSK ← dtemp
kSK ← kSW
(i)
(i)
(i 1)
(i)
wSK ← wSK − (kSK − 1) · dSK
(i)
(i 1)
(i)
. wSW ← wSW − (kSW − 1)
(i)
else if lSW = pooling then
(i 1)
(i)
(i)
(i)
if wSW
mod kSW 6= 0 ∨ kSW 6= sSW then error
(i)

lSK ← pooling SK
(i)
(i)
(i)
dSK ← dtemp
kSK ← kSW
(i)
(i 1)
(i)
(i)
wSK ← wSK − (kSK − 1) · dSK

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:



(i)

. wSW ←

14:

(i

wSW

1)



(i)

kSW

(i)
kSK

dtemp ← dtemp ·
(i)
else if lSW = inner product then
(i)
lSK ← convolution SK
(i 1)
(i)
(i 1)
(i)
. kSW = wSW is implicit
kSK ← wSW
(i)
dSK ← dtemp
dtemp ← 1
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i 1)
(i)
. wSW ← 1
wSK ← wSK − (kSK − 1) · dSK
else
(i)
if kSW > 1 then error
lSK ← lSW
(i
(i)
wSK ← wSK

1)

(i)

style as Caffe networks. Our tool is designed to simplify
pixel-wise training and prediction, making fast experimentation easy. The key features are:
1. Easy setup: The tool is easy to use, as it only requires
a folder with training images and the corresponding label
images. Tiles get cropped and processed through the network out of arbitrary sized input images (Figure 1).
2. Pre-processing: To be able to classify the whole image,
border mirroring can be applied to extend the raw images. Image normalization and contrast limited adaptive
histogram equalization (CLAHE) improve the training
stability. The training data can furthermore be augmented
through rotation, mirroring and blurring.
3. Label preparation: For balancing labels during training,
the tool can prioritize image regions or mask error signals
according to label frequencies in the training data to mimic
independent and identically distributed training. Annotated labels can also be grouped together. The training data
can be dense or sparse, by masking areas that are unlabeled
or should be excluded from training.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Labeling throughput
Vendor
Device
Compute Units
Memory (GiB)
FMA (GFLOP/s)
Memory (GiB/s)

(i 1)

. wSW ← wSW

25: if dtemp = 1 then success else error

2.3. Training strided kernel networks

AMD
W9100 / R9 390X
44 (2816)
16 / 8
5240
320

nVidia
GTX 980
16 (2048)
4
4612
224

Intel
i7-4790K
4 (8)
16
512
25.6

Table 1: Hardware used for benchmarking.

In classical sliding window networks, the prediction of individual pixel labels is beneficial when training with a Softmax
loss, because every pixel in the batch can be picked independently. When predicting complete tiles with strided kernel
networks, however, pixels become spatially dependent and
dictate the label distribution. This can lead to unbalanced loss
backpropagation during training, as there are, for example,
more cell interior pixels than membrane pixels. Learning rare
features, such as synapses, is even more difficult. Our tool
uses preprocessing methods to reduce these adverse effects.
For the training under a topological loss function, predictions of complete images are however required to determine
if objects are properly separated. We implemented the Malis
loss [8], as a training layer, taking advantage of our strided
kernel networks.

The labeling throughput (Figure 3) is an overall performance measure for neural networks. It also shows how different devices and backends perform. Even on the CPU with
OpenCL, using the strided kernel network gives a speedup of
35.75× compared to sliding window networks.
CUDA performed best, but AMD OpenCL offers a competitive performance-price ratio, considering the customerlevel R9 390X with the same performance as an AMD
W9100. Performance is mainly determined by the BLAS
matrix-matrix multiplications used to compute strided-kernel
convolutions. For optimal performance, hardware specific
BLAS libraries have to be used. Libraries such as cuDNN do
not provide support for strided kernels yet.

3. GREENTEA BREW TOOL

To assess the effect of using the Malis loss on complete image
predictions, we evaluated the proposed SK network on two
datasets: ssTEM [9] (Drosophila melanogaster larva ventral
nerve cord, 20 images of 10242 pixels training data with binary segmentation) and ISBI 2012 [10] (30 images of 5122
pixels).

To support training with pixel-wise labelled ground truth (instead of a single label per image), we provide an interface tool
for Greentea. The tool can be configured for training, processing and benchmarking through prototxt files in the same

4.2. Segmentation results
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6. SOURCE CODE

CNN Architecture

85460
59513

SK

28461

We provide our tools as an open source software stack:

3504
1488
1108
SW
850
98
0

www.github.com/BVLC/caffe/tree/opencl
www.github.com/naibaf7/caffe
www.github.com/naibaf7/caffe_neural_tool
www.github.com/naibaf7/caffe_neural_models
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nVidia OpenCL
Intel OpenCL
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Fig. 3: Labeling throughput, using a batch of n = 256 with SW-
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